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Not so long ago, IT infrastructure meant a mainframe, some servers, and a network. 
Today it means a constantly evolving mix of on-prem hardware, on-prem cloud, 
hybrid cloud, and many other options.    

LRS IT Solutions was your trusted partner for IBM systems in  
those simpler times, and we continue to be your partner today.  
Technology never stands still, and neither do we.

As an IBM Platinum Business Partner, we can help you with:

n   IBM Z / LinuxONE n   Power Systems n  IBM Storage
n  Red Hat n   Cloud / Hybrid Cloud

IBM Z
IBM has been in the mainframe business since 1964, and today’s IBM 
Z and LinuxONE systems continue to set the standard for innovation, 
reliability, and security. We’ve been helping businesses analyze their 
mainframe needs, configure their mainframe, and install their main-
frame for decades.  Now, with support for open APIs and Kubernetes, 
LinuxONE helps your business create a hybrid environment that can 
include both on prem environments and public cloud services.

Power Systems
Power servers from IBM offer power, speed, dependability, and 
flexibility. Whether you’re implementing a hybrid multicloud 
environment or launching an AI initiative, Power servers can be 
configured to meet your needs and achieve your business goals.

LRS IT Solutions has a team of experts whose deep knowledge of 
hardware is matched by their ability to understand your business. 

Storage
IBM invented tape storage and the disk drive, but the company 
didn’t stop innovating. Today’s IBM storage options include every-
thing from tape to flash and multiple hybrid options in between. 
You want to back up to the cloud? IBM’s there too.

LRS IT Solutions is always ready to assess your current storage needs 
and help you determine your future needs as your business grows. 

Red Hat
Because hybrid cloud and hybrid multicloud are no longer the 
future but are important aspects of today’s business environment, 
IBM’s acquisition of Red Hat in 2019 signaled its commitment to 
innovation in the hybrid multicloud space.

The Cloud team at LRS IT Solutions was already adept at imple-
menting Red Hat before IBM acquired the company. Our team can 
assess business needs and architect the best solution. 

Cloud
Speaking of Cloud, our team is adept at configuring and imple-
menting IBM Cloud, Hybrid Cloud or other cloud offerings for 
your business. 
Our team has extensive experience in deploying cloud environ-
ments. From allocating compute, storage, networking, to ensuring 
your security spans your cloud and on premises environment our 
team can provide value. They can also extend or architect a new 
solution that address your hybrid backup and recovery, and disaster 
recovery leveraging the IBM Cloud. And of course, our team can 
ensure that the integration of the IBM Cloud with your on-premises 
infrastructure or other public clouds is secure, and managable.
Always your trusted partner
For more than 25 years, LRS IT Solutions has been your trusted part-
ner for IBM infrastructure solutions. We provide complete hardware 
business and data center solutions designed to address the dynamic 
nature of today’s business environment. 

We can help you transform your IT infrastructure for greater agility 
and easier management, allowing you to respond quickly to the 
demands of your internal and external customers.


